1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Short production lead times offer several advantages. According to Little\'s Law ([@bib16]), shorter production lead times also result in lower WIP (Work in Process) levels at the same utilization and therefore less capital is employed. Furthermore, shorter production lead times allow quicker responses to market demand changes (see [@bib1]). Average production lead time is influenced by the decisions of production planning and control. For short-term scheduling, especially dispatching rules are often applied and so their influence on average production lead time is a subject of research (see the reviews of [@bib3], [@bib22] and [@bib21] as well as the book of [@bib20]). Dispatching rules are used to select the next order to be processed from waiting orders in front of the processing station.

Various simulation studies examine the influence of dispatching rules on average production lead time. [@bib2] show a dynamic flow shop that the Shortest Processing Time (SPT) rule performs best in terms of average production lead time. [@bib22] compare 10 different dispatching rules under different shop loads in their simulation study. Evaluating the average production lead time of jobs, again the SPT rule performs best and First-In-First-Out (FIFO) is ranked fourth. [@bib11] show that Shortest Remaining Processing Time (SRPT) and Earliest Due Date (EDD) are good dispatching rules to reduce average production lead time in semiconductor wafer fabrication.

[@bib12], [@bib8] and [@bib6] compare new dispatching rules with standard rules with regard to different performance measures such as average, maximum and variance of production lead time and tardiness. The results of [@bib12] simulation study show that for flow shops SPT is the rule with the shortest average production lead time.

Whenever simulation is applied to discuss the effect of dispatching rules on the average production lead time, the focus is mainly on comparing the performance of dispatching rules and developing new dispatching rules. Very little literature is available on the development of analytical models based on simulation and empirical studies. One such stream is based on the application of the funnel model for single stage models (see [@bib24], [@bib23]) where approximation functions for production lead time and inventory are identified applying empirical data for their parameterization. Based on this funnel model, [@bib19] derive approximations for average production lead time using SPT and Longest Processing Time (LPT) as dispatching rules.

From the research work reviewed above, it becomes clear that most literature dealing with the interaction between dispatching rules and production lead time either applies simulation or empirical data and approximation equations. Nevertheless, queuing theory can also be applied.

An analytical model based on queuing theory shows that the SPT rule minimizes the expected production lead time in a static job shop with deterministic processing times (see [@bib5], [@bib9]).

The work by [@bib18] and [@bib19] introduced the range, which is the "processing time weighted average production lead time" in comparison to the arithmetic average production lead time. They show that the range is independent of the dispatching rule applied for a single-stage production system. The papers by [@bib13] and [@bib14] extended the framework for continuous input and output functions in a single-stage production system.

In [Section 2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"}, two theorems are developed based on the work of [@bib19], [@bib13] and [@bib14]. Basic statistical relationships concerning the covariance of (in)dependent random variables are applied in [Theorem 1](#enun0005){ref-type="statement"} to identify the relationship between average production lead time and "processing time weighted average production lead time" for multi-stage production systems. From the inherent logic of dispatching rules, the algebraic sign of the covariance between processing time and queuing time is identified in this paper for a set of basic dispatching rules and their influence on average production lead time is analytically discussed in [Theorem 2](#enun0010){ref-type="statement"} for single-stage production systems. In [Section 3](#s0015){ref-type="sec"} a simulation study is conducted to confirm the developed theorems and to gain more insights for practitioners. Concluding remarks are presented in [Section 4](#s0030){ref-type="sec"}.

2. Analytical discussion of the average production lead time {#s0010}
============================================================

A multi-stage production system consisting of *m* processing units including a buffer right before the processing unit as illustrated in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} is discussed. Input stream 1 of production orders at the first machine is part of the production system, whereby changing input streams leads to a different production system (e.g. dispatching rule). At each buffer the production orders are sorted according to their dispatching rule.

Only one order at a time can be processed at a processing unit. In the observed time period, *n* orders leave the production system and for each order the logistical figures processing time, production lead time and queuing time in front of the processing unit are evaluated for each sub production system. Processing time is the time an order spends in the processing unit. Production lead time of an order is the time span between entering the buffer in front of the processing unit and leaving the processing unit. The queuing time denotes the production lead time minus the processing time and can be interpreted as the waiting time (while not being processed) in the buffer stock. Processing time, production lead time and queuing time of order *i* at stage $\alpha$ are random variables denoted with $P_{i,\alpha}$, $L_{i,\alpha}$ and $Q_{i,\alpha}$, respectively. The terminology used in this paper is presented in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.

There is a lot of literature available on the proof of Little\'s Law (see [@bib16], [@bib7], [@bib17], [@bib9]). However, all of this literature discusses the relationship between expected production lead time and the expected inventory related to the processing rate, but none discusses the "processing time weighted production lead time". For the expected production lead time, simulation studies show that relationship between expected production lead time and the expected inventory depends on the applied dispatching rule. The above mentioned proofs for Little\'s Law are extended by a proof delivered in [@bib14] which shows that for continuous input and output processes, the "processing time weighted average production lead time" is independent of the dispatching rule in a single-stage production system. They also show that Little\'s Law still holds for the "processing time weighted average production lead time". Furthermore, their proofs also hold for monotonic step functions which means that it also holds for a setting with discrete customer orders.

In the first theorem, the relationship between average production lead time and "processing time weighted average production lead time" is formulated using the covariance of production lead time and processing time.Theorem 1*For a multi-stage production system, the following identities between average production lead time and "processing time weighted average production lead time" hold true:*$$E\left\lbrack L \right\rbrack = l - \frac{Cov\left\lbrack L,P \right\rbrack}{E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}$$$$\mspace{27mu} = l - \frac{Cov\left\lbrack P,Q \right\rbrack + Var\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}{E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}$$

Proof of [Theorem 1](#enun0005){ref-type="statement"}$$E\left\lbrack L \right\rbrack + \frac{Cov\left\lbrack L,P \right\rbrack}{E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack} = E\left\lbrack L \right\rbrack + \frac{E\left\lbrack LP \right\rbrack - E\left\lbrack L \right\rbrack E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}{E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack} = \frac{E\left\lbrack L \right\rbrack E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack + E\left\lbrack LP \right\rbrack - E\left\lbrack L \right\rbrack E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}{E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack} = \frac{E\left\lbrack LP \right\rbrack}{E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack} = l$$$$Cov\left\lbrack L,P \right\rbrack = Cov\left\lbrack P + Q,P \right\rbrack = Cov\left\lbrack P,P \right\rbrack + Cov\left\lbrack Q,P \right\rbrack = Var\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack + Cov\left\lbrack Q,P \right\rbrack\mspace{22mu}\square$$

If the input stream of the production system (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}) is changed, then $Cov\left\lbrack {P,Q} \right\rbrack$, $l$ and finally $E\left\lbrack L \right\rbrack$ changes. Therefore, generally $E\left\lbrack L_{input 1} \right\rbrack \neq E\left\lbrack L_{input 2} \right\rbrack$ holds true. If another dispatching rule is applied the $Cov\left\lbrack Q,P \right\rbrack$ changes and therefore $E\left\lbrack L_{dispatching rule 1} \right\rbrack \neq E\left\lbrack L_{dispatching rule 2} \right\rbrack$ holds true.

If dispatching rules are applied, which do not use processing time information for priority calculation, $Cov\left\lbrack P,Q \right\rbrack$ is equal to 0. Therefore, $E\left\lbrack L_{random} \right\rbrack$ is defined:$$E\left\lbrack L_{random} \right\rbrack: = l_{random} - \frac{Var\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}{E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}$$$E\left\lbrack L_{random} \right\rbrack$ can be interpreted as the expected production lead time of dispatching rules which do not use any information about the processing time. [@bib18] (see [@bib19] for the English version) developed the same formula as Eq. [(5)](#eq0025){ref-type="disp-formula"} in 1999 where the average production lead time equals the mean range minus the squared coefficient of variation of the processing time multiplied with its expected value (for details see [@bib19] equation 4.40).

[Theorem 2](#enun0010){ref-type="statement"} introduces dispatching rules in the model framework based on the property that the "processing time weighted average production lead time" is independent of the dispatching rule applied. Moreover, [Theorem 2](#enun0010){ref-type="statement"} holds true only for single-stage production systems and is formulated for (i) random-like, (ii) LPT-like and (iii) SPT-like dispatching rules.Theorem 2(i)*For any dispatching rule D of a single-stage production system with* $Cov\left\lbrack {P,Q_{randlike}} \right\rbrack = 0$ *is applied*, $E\left\lbrack L_{D} \right\rbrack = E\left\lbrack L_{random} \right\rbrack$ *holds true. Especially*, *FIFO does not use any processing time information for prioritizing and therefore* $E\left\lbrack L_{FIFO} \right\rbrack = E\left\lbrack L_{random} \right\rbrack$ *holds true*.(ii)*For any dispatching rule D of a single-stage production system with* $Cov\left\lbrack {P,Q_{LPTlike}} \right\rbrack < 0$ *is applied*, $E\left\lbrack L_{D} \right\rbrack > E\left\lbrack L_{random} \right\rbrack$ *holds true. Especially*, *LPT prioritizes long processing times and therefore* $E\left\lbrack L_{LPT} \right\rbrack > E\left\lbrack L_{random} \right\rbrack$ *holds true.*(iii)*For any dispatching rule D of a single-stage production system with* $Cov\left\lbrack {P,Q_{SPTlike}} \right\rbrack > 0$ *is applied*, $E\left\lbrack L_{D} \right\rbrack < E\left\lbrack L_{random} \right\rbrack$ *holds true. Especially, SPT prioritizes short processing times and therefore* $E\left\lbrack L_{SPT} \right\rbrack < E\left\lbrack L_{random} \right\rbrack$ *holds true.*

Proof of [Theorem 2](#enun0010){ref-type="statement"}

Approximating $E\left\lbrack {LP} \right\rbrack$ and $E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack$ with their respective sample means (with $n$ orders) results in the following equation, which is equivalent to the "processing time weighted average production lead time" of [@bib14] for a single-stage production system:$$l = \frac{E\left\lbrack LP \right\rbrack}{E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack} \approx \frac{(1/n)\sum_{i = 1}^{n}{P_{i}L_{i}}}{(1/n)\sum_{i = 1}^{n}P_{i}}$$

According to [@bib14] $l$ does not depend on the used dispatching rule for single-stage production systems.$$E\left\lbrack L_{D} \right\rbrack\underset{(2)}{=}l - \frac{Cov\left\lbrack P,Q_{D} \right\rbrack + Var\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}{E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}\underset{Cov{\lbrack{P,Q_{D}}\rbrack} = 0}{=}l - \frac{Var\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}{E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}\underset{(5)}{=}E\left\lbrack L_{random} \right\rbrack$$$$E\left\lbrack L_{D} \right\rbrack\underset{(2)}{=}l - \frac{Cov\left\lbrack {P,Q_{D}} \right\rbrack + Var\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}{E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}\underset{Cov\lbrack P,Q_{D}\rbrack < 0}{>}l - \frac{Var\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}{E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}\underset{(5)}{=}E\left\lbrack L_{random} \right\rbrack$$$$E\left\lbrack L_{D} \right\rbrack\underset{(2)}{=}l - \frac{Cov\left\lbrack P,Q_{D} \right\rbrack + Var\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}{E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}\underset{Cov{\lbrack{P,Q_{D}}\rbrack} > 0}{<}l - \frac{Var\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}{E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack}\underset{(5)}{=}E\left\lbrack L_{random} \right\rbrack\mspace{22mu}\square$$

The formula proven in [Theorem 2](#enun0010){ref-type="statement"} confirms the relationship presented in [@bib19] for a FIFO system. For other dispatching rules, [@bib19] show by simulation studies that the average lead time is longer for Longest Processing Time (LPT) rule than for FIFO. Furthermore, the average lead time is shorter for the SPT policy than for FIFO. This connection is also well-known from queuing analysis (see [@bib5]) and scheduling literature (see, e.g., [@bib4], [@bib20]).

3. Simulation study {#s0015}
===================

Due to the fact that [Theorem 2](#enun0010){ref-type="statement"} is only proven for single-stage production systems, a simulation study is conducted to analyze [Theorem 2](#enun0010){ref-type="statement"} in a multi-stage production system. Therefore, twelve different dispatching rules are compared for a multi-stage production system consisting of four machines. Anylogic 6.8.0 is used as discrete event simulator and the model presented in [@bib10] is applied. The model has been validated as proposed in [@bib15] by comparing the analytic results of [@bib1] calculating $E\left\lbrack L \right\rbrack$ of the single-stage FIFO production system with simulation results.

In this simulation study a Poission arrival process with an arrival rate of 25 orders per period is assumed. Simulation length is set to 68 periods and 20,000 replications are conducted. It is ensured that all orders are completed (see [@bib20]). One order requests one finished item and one order can be processed at a time in each machine. Customer required lead time distribution is lognormal distributed with an expected value of 5 time units and standard deviation of $\sqrt{2}$ time units. Moreover, processing times are lognormal distributed with an expected value of 0.4 time units and a standard deviation of $\sqrt{0.4}$ time units. The processing times include any additional random times (e.g. set up times) but no sequence based times. For practical reasons long processing times are projected to 4 time units. Processing times are independent for each production stage.

For each order *i*, the random variables $P_{i,\alpha}$, $L_{i,\alpha}$ and $Q_{i,\alpha}$ are measured. To gain more insights the correlations coefficients $\rho\left\lbrack {P_{\alpha},Q_{\alpha}} \right\rbrack$ for the four machine model are presented in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. The comparison presented in this section is linked to the correlation coefficients since they indicate in a standardized way how strong a relationship is. However, the real covariances have to be taken into account to calculate the average production lead time from Eqs. [(1)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(2)](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Therefore, the covariance values are provided in the [Appendix](#s0035){ref-type="sec"}.

The following twelve dispatching rules are tested and grouped into four groups according to [Theorem 2](#enun0010){ref-type="statement"}:(i)No processing time information for prioritizing orders:•Random: orders are sorted randomly.•FIFO (First in First out): orders are sorted according to their entering date.•EDD (Earliest Due Date): orders are sorted based on their due date.(ii)Jobs with long processing times are prioritized and queuing time is long:•LSK/RO (Least Slack per Remaining Operation): orders are ranked based on sum of the remaining time to due date minus the sum of all processing times of the remaining processing steps divided by the number of remaining processing steps to finish the order; the order with the least slack time per operation is ranked first.•LSK (Least Slack): orders are ranked based on the sum of the remaining time to due date minus the sum of processing times of the remaining processing steps; the order with the least slack time is ranked first.•CR (Critical Ratio): orders are sorted according to their ratio processing time divided by remaining time to due date; the order with the highest ratio is ranked first whereby already late orders are also ranked ahead of the queue.•LPT (Longest Processing Time): orders are sorted according to the longest processing time.•LPT_o: orders are sorted based on the sum of all processing times in the production system (not only the remaining), the highest sum is ranked first.(iii)Jobs with short processing times are prioritized and queuing time is short:•SPT (Shortest Processing Time): orders are sorted according to the shortest processing time.•SPT_o: orders are sorted based on the sum of all processing times (not only the remaining) in the production system; the lowest sum is ranked first.•SRPT (Shortest Remaining Processing Time): orders are ranked based on the sum of the remaining processing time to fulfill the order at all remaining processing steps; the order with the shortest remaining processing time is ranked first.(iv)Dispatching rule for practical use:•SPT Slack: orders are sorted according to the shortest processing time and if they have exceed the due date, the orders are prioritized according to their (negative) slack.

3.1. Observation 1---"processing time weighted average production lead time" at each stage $\mathbf{\alpha}$ depends on the arrival process {#s0020}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} summarizes the results for the four machine cases, where $l_{1}$ to $l_{4}$ indicate the "processing time weighted average production lead time" for each single stage of the four machine production systems. $l_{12}$, $l_{123}$ and $l_{1234}$ are the "processing time weighted average production lead times" for the stages one to two, one to three and the whole production system respectively. $\rho\left\lbrack P,Q \right\rbrack$ for stage 1 is the correlation coefficient between the processing time at stage 1 and the queuing time at stage 1. $\rho\left\lbrack P,Q \right\rbrack$ for the stages 1234 is the correlation coefficient between the sum of processing times of all stages and the sum of the waiting time of all stages.

The "processing time weighted average production lead time" of the first stage (single machine production system) is independent of the dispatching rule as shown in [@bib19], [@bib13] and [@bib14]. For all other machines in the flow shop (using the same dispatching rule at each stage), it has been observed that the "processing time weighted average production lead time" depends on the used dispatching rule and is increasing over each production state (except for the dispatching rule SRPT). Especially for LPT an interesting gap between machine 1 and machine 4 can be observed. The results explicitly show for all dispatching rules that $l_{1234}$ is not the sum of $l_{1}$ to $l_{4}$.

For group (i) $l$ is at each stage approximately equal because no processing time information is used. Moreover, $\rho\left\lbrack P,Q \right\rbrack$ is 0 for dispatching rules (i) for the single machine stages. For the multi-stage systems the covariance term is unequal to 0, which, indeed, makes the analytical proof of [Theorem 2](#enun0010){ref-type="statement"} for the multi machine case unfeasible in the current setting.

Category (iv) in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} presents the SPT rule in combination with a slack rule which increases the practical relevance of SPT dispatching rule because due date is included in the priority calculation of orders. Based on this combination it fits in none of the discussed groups of [Theorem 2](#enun0010){ref-type="statement"}. The correlation coefficient for stages 1 and 2 and the multi-stage production system 12 are positive which shows a dominant SPT-like behavior, whereby for the multi-stage production systems 123 and 1234 the slack behavior gets dominant in order to fulfill the due dates. The switch between slack and SPT-like behavior depends on the switching point between SPT and least slack rule. In this case the rule switches if orders have exceed the due date but any other scenario is possible.

We conjecture that the input stream of the downstream sub-production system is influenced by the dispatching of the upstream sub-production system. If for example LPT is chosen, then in the beginning the whole system is empty and the orders arrive according to a poison process at the queue of the first machine. The order with the longest processing time is released into the processing at the first machine. However, on the second processing unit no orders are waiting and the finished order at processing unit 1 has no waiting time in front of processing unit 2. Due to the fact that the processing times are independent, the processing time of the finished order at processing unit 1 is, with a high probability, higher than the processing time of processing unit 2. As defined in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, the production system boundaries include the input stream. If another dispatching rule is applied, the input-stream changes and a different production system results.

3.2. Observation 2---according to the simulation results [Theorem 2](#enun0010){ref-type="statement"} holds also for the multi-stage cases {#s0025}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} indicates expected value and coefficient of variation of $L$ for single and multi-stage production systems. $c_{v}\left\lbrack L \right\rbrack$ for stage 1 for the dispatching rule Random is 2.59. $E\left\lbrack L \right\rbrack$ for the first two stage by the use of SRPT as dispatching rule is 3.71.

According to [Theorem 2](#enun0010){ref-type="statement"}, $E\left\lbrack L_{i} \right\rbrack$ is equal for all dispatching rules, where no information about the processing time is used for prioritizing jobs based on a single-stage setting, which is indeed the case for dispatching rules *i*. The same behavior is observed for the multi-stage cases.

For the tested single and multi-stage production systems where LPT like dispatching rules are applied, $E\left\lbrack L_{ii} \right\rbrack > E\left\lbrack L_{i} \right\rbrack$ holds true. Moreover, if SPT like dispatching rules are used then $E\left\lbrack L_{iii} \right\rbrack < E\left\lbrack L_{i} \right\rbrack$ holds true for single and multi-stage production systems.

$c_{v}\left\lbrack L \right\rbrack$ for random dispatching rule is higher than for FIFO because the orders are sorted randomly which has no effect on the expected value but the variance and therefore coefficient of variation is increasing due to the sorting process. The variance of the customer required lead time effects the results of the $c_{v}\left\lbrack L \right\rbrack$ for the dispatching rule EDD. However, in this case only little effect on $c_{v}\left\lbrack L \right\rbrack$ compared to FIFO can be observed.

It is not advisable to apply dispatching rules with a high $c_{v}\left\lbrack L \right\rbrack$ (Random, LPT, LPT_o, SPT, SPT_o, and SRTP) because the reliability of the production schedule is low. Moreover, the more $c_{v}\left\lbrack L \right\rbrack$ is increasing, the more operating curves deviate from the ideal operating curves (see [@bib19]).

Based on Observation 2 we believe that [Theorem 2](#enun0010){ref-type="statement"} holds true in general for a multi-stage setting and extents [Theorem 2](#enun0010){ref-type="statement"}. Hence, the analytic proof needs to be investigated in further research.

4. Conclusions {#s0030}
==============

In this paper, a theorem for calculating the average production lead time based on the covariance of processing and queuing time, and the "processing time weighted average production lead time" is formulated for multi-stage production systems. For single-stage production systems the influence of different dispatching rules on average production is theoretically proven.

Moreover, a simulation study for a multi-stage production system is conducted. We find that the "processing time weighted average production lead time" for a multi-stage production system is not invariant of the applied dispatching rule, because the dispatching rules in multi-stage setting will change the input stream of the production orders for the next sub-production system. Nevertheless, simulation results show that [Theorem 2](#enun0010){ref-type="statement"} holds for the tested multi-stage production system and we assume that [Theorem 2](#enun0010){ref-type="statement"} holds true for multi-stage production system in general. The analytical proof of [Theorem 2](#enun0010){ref-type="statement"} for multi-stage production systems is postponed to further research.

For practical application, we find that the "processing time weighted average production lead time" can be used as a dispatching rule independent indicator for single-stage production systems. Based on this measure, new approximation possibilities for production lead time when applying certain dispatching rules have been developed based on the covariance of processing and queuing time.

Appendix {#s0035}
========

See Table 4Covariance.*Cov*\[*P1,Q1*\]*Cov*\[*P2,Q2*\]*Cov*\[*P3,Q3*\]*Cov*\[*P4,Q4*\]*Cov*\[*P2,Q1*\]*Cov*\[*P3,Q2*\]*Cov*\[*P3,Q1*\]*Cov*\[*P4,Q1*\]*Random*−0.0036−0.0039−0.0041−0.00460.00090.0000−0.00040.0003*FIFO*−0.0039−0.0039−0.0043−0.00470.00020.0002−0.00020.0000*EDD*−0.0039−0.0038−0.0043−0.00480.00010.0001−0.00020.0001*SPT*0.70330.73090.72980.72820.0002−0.00010.00000.0000*SPT Slack*0.35390.21050.07430.0081−0.0395−0.0676−0.0396−0.0398*LPT*−1.7575−4.4672−8.0439−11.57400.00230.00180.00000.0014*SPT_o*0.50500.56940.58150.58700.50170.56730.50170.5038*LPT_o*−0.8759−1.0924−1.1457−1.1633−0.8664−1.0810−0.8660−0.8674*SRPT*0.50500.60510.67260.76010.50390.60310.50220.5023*LSK*−0.1304−0.0820−0.0447−0.0246−0.1261−0.0777−0.1264−0.1266*LSK/RO*−0.1304−0.0512−0.0582−0.0320−0.1261−0.0470−0.1264−0.1265*CR*−0.5328−0.2667−0.0815−0.0233−0.5269−0.2613−0.5271−0.5277*Cov*\[*P1,Q2*\]*Cov*\[*P4,Q2*\]*Cov*\[*P1,Q3*\]*Cov*\[*P2,Q3*\]*Cov*\[P4,Q3\]*Cov*\[P1,Q4\]*Cov*\[P2,Q4\]*Cov*\[*P3,Q4*\]*Cov*\[*P,Q*\] sum*Random*−0.1213−0.0008−0.0680−0.12920.0000−0.0346−0.0692−0.1305−0.5690*FIFO*−0.18940.0001−0.0608−0.19180.0000−0.0201−0.0590−0.1925−0.7304*EDD*−0.18760.0000−0.0618−0.19090.0000−0.0208−0.0593−0.1922−0.7291*SPT*−0.0336−0.0001−0.0143−0.0365−0.0004−0.0085−0.0156−0.03802.7454*SPT Slack*−0.2759−0.0678−0.1771−0.2789−0.0700−0.1001−0.1162−0.2122−0.8380*LPT*−2.05820.0003−0.6670−3.9839−0.0012−0.0505−1.1448−6.2571−39.9993*SPT_o*0.35650.56760.51980.37140.58060.57060.53410.37608.1938*LPT_o*−1.1680−1.0821−1.1734−1.2266−1.1364−1.1738−1.1891−1.2455−17.3530*SRPT*−0.04430.6011−0.0025−0.03510.67000.00210.0009−0.01615.8303*LSK*−0.1513−0.0779−0.0287−0.1197−0.04040.0025−0.0056−0.1022−1.2618*LSK/RO*−0.1655−0.0474−0.0220−0.1701−0.05390.0051−0.0280−0.1137−1.2933*CR*−0.1487−0.2620−0.0503−0.1524−0.0770−0.0184−0.0497−0.1767−3.6825[Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}.

This paper was written within the framework of the project "Robust Strategies for hierarchical production planning" (project number L534-G14) funded by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF).

![Multi-stage production system.](gr1){#f0005}

###### 

Definitions.

  Symbol                                                                                                        Description
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  $n$                                                                                                           Number of orders leaving the system.
  $m$                                                                                                           Number of machines in the production system.
  $P_{\alpha}$                                                                                                  Random variable of processing time with its respective realization $P_{i,\alpha}$ of order *i* at machine $\alpha$ including additional random times (e.g. set up times) but no sequence based times.
  $L_{\alpha}$                                                                                                  Random variable of production lead time with its respective realization $L_{i,\alpha}$ of order *i* at machine $\alpha.$
  $Q_{\alpha}: = L_{\alpha} - P_{\alpha}$                                                                       Random variable of queuing time with its respective realization $Q_{i,\alpha}$ of order *i* at machine $\alpha.$
  $l_{\alpha}: = E\left\lbrack L_{\alpha}P_{\alpha} \right\rbrack/E\left\lbrack P_{\alpha} \right\rbrack$       "Processing time weighted average production lead time" at machine $\alpha$ according to [@bib14].
  $P: = \sum_{\alpha = 1}^{m}P_{\alpha}$                                                                        Random variable of overall processing time.
  $L: = \sum_{\alpha = 1}^{m}L_{\alpha}$                                                                        Random variable of overall production lead time.
  $Q: = L - P = \sum_{\alpha = 1}^{m}Q_{\alpha}$                                                                Random variable of overall queuing time.
  $l: = E\left\lbrack LP \right\rbrack/E\left\lbrack P \right\rbrack$                                           "Processing time weighted average production lead time" according to [@bib14] extended to general production system (single- and multi-stage production system).
  $E\left\lbrack . \right\rbrack;Var\left\lbrack . \right\rbrack$                                               Expected value and variance of a random variable.
  $c_{v}\left\lbrack . \right\rbrack: = \sqrt{Var\left\lbrack . \right\rbrack}/E\left\lbrack . \right\rbrack$   Coefficient of variation of a random variable.
  $\rho\left\lbrack .,. \right\rbrack;Cov\left\lbrack .,. \right\rbrack$                                        Correlation coefficient and Covariance of two random variables.

###### 

"Processing time weighted production lead time" and related correlation coefficients.

                          l for the following stages   *ϱ*\[*P*,*Q*\] for the following stages                                                                                           
  --------- ------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------------------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  i         *Random*      3.91                         4.35                                      4.49    4.56    7.40    11.07   14.84   0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    −0.01   −0.02   −0.03
  *FIFO*    3.91          4.36                         4.49                                      4.57    7.32    10.97   14.75   0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    −0.05   −0.07   −0.09   
  *EDD*     3.91          4.36                         4.50                                      4.57    7.32    10.97   14.75   0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00    −0.05   −0.07   −0.09   
                                                                                                                                                                                         
  ii        *LSK/RO*      3.91                         4.41                                      4.53    4.60    7.46    11.27   15.17   −0.06   −0.02   −0.02   −0.01   −0.10   −0.12   −0.13
  *LSK*     3.91          4.41                         4.55                                      4.60    7.52    11.33   15.23   −0.06   −0.04   −0.02   −0.01   −0.12   −0.14   −0.15   
  *CR*      3.91          4.49                         4.62                                      4.63    7.84    11.66   15.45   −0.15   −0.09   −0.03   −0.01   −0.33   −0.34   −0.33   
  *LPT*     3.91          8.09                         13.45                                     19.37   16.58   42.53   83.00   −0.19   −0.23   −0.24   −0.25   −0.10   −0.20   −0.01   
  *LPT_o*   3.91          4.54                         4.76                                      4.87    7.63    11.61   15.72   −0.12   −0.14   −0.15   −0.15   −0.26   −0.41   −0.57   
                                                                                                                                                                                         
  iii       *SPT*         3.91                         4.03                                      4.04    4.04    5.36    6.80    8.25    0.45    0.47    0.47    0.48    0.46    0.45    0.44
  *SPT_o*   3.91          4.06                         4.08                                      4.09    7.00    10.23   13.54   0.20    0.23    0.23    0.23    0.38    0.59    0.82    
  *SRPT*    3.91          4.06                         4.05                                      4.02    6.44    8.88    11.16   0.20    0.26    0.32    0.48    0.42    0.54    0.68    
                                                                                                                                                                                         
  iv        *SPT Slack*   3.91                         4.39                                      4.62    4.70    6.46    9.65    13.28   0.22    0.28    0.03    0.00    0.35    −0.39   −0.45

1 ... 1st stage; 2 ... 2nd stage; 3 ... 3rd stage; 4 ... 4th stage; 12 ... stages 1 to 2; 123 ... stages 1 to 3; 1234 ... stages 1 to 4.

###### 

$E\left\lbrack L \right\rbrack$ and $c_{v}\left\lbrack L \right\rbrack$ for single and multi-stage production systems.

            *cv*\[*L*\]   *E*\[*L*\] for the following stages                                                                                              
  --------- ------------- ------------------------------------- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------- -------
  i         *Random*      2.59                                  2.55   2.55   2.58   1.86   1.54   1.35   3.20    3.65    3.78    3.86    6.85    10.63    14.49
  *FIFO*    1.06          1.03                                  1.02   1.03   0.72   0.57   0.48   3.20   3.65    3.79    3.86    6.85    10.64   14.50    
  *EDD*     1.10          1.04                                  1.03   1.03   0.74   0.58   0.49   3.20   3.65    3.79    3.86    6.85    10.64   14.50    
                                                                                                                                                           
  ii        *LSK/RO*      1.09                                  1.50   1.12   1.08   0.94   0.65   0.52   3.53    3.82    3.97    3.96    7.35    11.32    15.28
  *LSK*     1.09          1.02                                  1.02   1.03   0.72   0.56   0.47   3.53   3.90    3.94    3.94    7.43    11.37   15.32    
  *CR*      1.44          1.19                                  1.08   1.03   0.88   0.66   0.54   4.55   4.46    4.11    3.97    9.01    13.12   17.09    
  *LPT*     2.27          1.95                                  1.87   1.80   1.64   1.36   1.26   7.66   18.76   33.25   48.16   26.46   59.70   107.86   
  *LPT_o*   2.49          2.20                                  2.09   2.05   1.21   1.23   1.47   5.42   6.60    6.96    7.11    12.03   18.99   26.10    
                                                                                                                                                           
  iii       *SPT*         2.28                                  2.22   2.18   2.16   1.60   1.29   1.11   1.40    1.45    1.46    1.47    2.85    4.31     5.78
  *SPT_o*   2.54          2.58                                  2.60   2.60   2.09   1.91   1.81   1.91   1.90    1.88    1.88    3.81    5.69    7.58     
  *SRPT*    2.54          2.57                                  2.56   2.41   2.04   1.81   1.65   1.91   1.81    1.62    1.36    3.71    5.34    6.71     
                                                                                                                                                           
  iv        *SPT Slack*   1.40                                  1.49   1.33   1.19   1.06   0.79   0.27   2.29    2.63    3.18    3.58    4.66    7.84     26.09

1 ... 1st stage; 2 ... 2nd stage; 3 ... 3rd stage; 4 ... 4th stage; 12 ... stages 1 to 2; 123 ... stages 1 to 3; 1234 ... stages 1 to 4.
